
New Monthly Program Option

Create a constant feedback loop and track member

satisfaction, trust and loyalty – all year round.   

2021 - 2022 Superannuation

Customer Experience
Benchmarking Program



Industry wide assessment of attitudes, 
advocacy, satisfaction and loyalty
Now in its thirteenth year, this highly regarded, independent, syndicated research program is unlike 
any other available to Australian Superannuation Funds. 

22021 – 2022 CSBA & FEAL Superannuation CX Benchmarking Program

Measure and compare shifts in your Members’ and Employers’ attitudes over time

Know exactly where your Fund performs well and where the Fund can improve

Independent, best practice assessment of industry, retail, public sector and corporate funds

Identify and monitor emerging trends – within your Fund and industry wide 

Customer Experience matters

Getting members to engage is a challenge every Fund faces. 

But when you are successful, what happens? 

Is their experience positive? Are they getting the answers they 

need? Does it nurture their relationship with your Fund? 

Providing members and employers with a great experience is 

just as important as trying to engage and educate them. 

Because, positive experiences build trust and loyalty. 

Through the CSBA & FEAL Superannuation CX Benchmarking 

Program, you can see exactly how your member and employer 

experiences are impacting on satisfaction, trust and loyalty. 

Ongoing measurement and assessment

The program involves two waves of research each year in 

February and July. 

Previously, CSBA conducted telephone interviews with 

members and employers who contacted your Fund by phone 

in the last six months.

The sample has now been broadened to include those who 

have contacted your fund via other channels – including face-

to-face, telephone, email and online chat – to deliver more 

relevant insights, better reflecting the sentiment of your 

membership.

Findings will be collated to provide you with a comprehensive 

industry benchmark that allows you to see exactly how your 

Fund compares. 

Detailed in-depth reporting and comparisons allow you to 

contextualise your results, understand how your Fund is 

performing and identify opportunities to evolve and improve. 

A unique collaboration

Created by CSBA, FEAL and Melbourne Business School in 

2009, the program is highly regarded for providing Australian 

Superannuation Funds with an independent and consistent 

measurement of Member and Employer satisfaction, trust, 

advocacy and loyalty. 

.

“Exceptionally well rounded and thorough 
program, looking at member engagement 

and satisfaction in a multitude of ways. 
Very insightful.”

– Fund Executive

Click here to REGISTER online

http://surveys.csba.com.au/s3/2020-Super-CX


Essential insights
Exceptional value
The 2021 Program will continue to provide in-depth data and insights, allowing your Fund to develop and 

implement strategies and initiatives that increase member and employer satisfaction, trust, advocacy and retention. 
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Likelihood to recommend (NPS)

Ease of dealing with Fund

Overall satisfaction Likelihood to switch

Quality of communications

Trust and feeling valued

Key drivers of NPS, Ease and Satisfaction

ESSENTIAL

INSIGHTS
Discover what your Members and 
Employers think and feel about your 
Fund.

Key service attributes 

CRITICAL

KNOWLEDGE

Analyse data across different member cohorts and demographics

Identify specific opportunities to improve satisfaction and retention

Discover which members are most likely to leave

Stay abreast of emerging trends, attitudes and behaviours

Benchmark NPS, Ease, Overall Satisfaction, Trust and Likelihood to Switch, providing valuable context to your Funds’ results 

INDEPENDENT 

BENCHMARK.

See how your member’s and employers’ perceptions compare to other Funds

Two tickets to the highly-regarded annual CSBA FEAL Superannuation Customer Experience Forum in October 2021 (valued at $1,980 + GST)
COLLABORATE &

NETWORK

2021 – 2022 CSBA & FEAL Superannuation CX Benchmarking Program

Click here to REGISTER online

http://surveys.csba.com.au/s3/2020-Super-CX


2020-21 Member and employer 
research program
With the world changing so fast – measuring, monitoring and tracking member and employer satisfaction and trust has never been 

more important. The program provides a quality, cost-effective means for accessing this critical knowledge and understanding. 

4* Dependent on sample provided and response rate

Insights + Dashboard reporting
All Funds participating in the Program will benefit from the 

interactive online Dashboard Reporting tool and a Fund 

Insights Report that details key insights, observations and 

recommendations for the fund. The Dashboard has a host of 

easy-to-use analysis and reporting functions, allowing you to:

• Drill deep into the data – by demographics, cohorts, 
enquiry types and behaviours. 

• Analyse open verbatim comments.

• Compare year-on-year historical data.

• Extract and export data and reports as you need.

Two user licenses are included as standard. 

Click here to REGISTER online

42021 – 2022 CSBA & FEAL Superannuation CX Benchmarking Program

Large sample sizes – deliver greater breadth and depth of insights

Benchmarking data – lets you contextualise your performance 

Explore and track brand perception and loyalty

To ensure the quality of your benchmarking data and that 
you can accurately compare your performance to funds of 
all shapes and sizes, we survey a range of bigger funds 
members and employers:

• Member benchmarking – large funds surveyed increased 
to 15 and the sample size more than doubled.

• Employer benchmarking – large funds surveyed increased 
to 10 and the sample size increased four-fold.

Member research

To provide you with meaningful insights the base member 
research program includes:

• 200 telephone surveys – with options to increase

• 100+ online surveys (minimum)* – uncapped 

• Online survey of all members – providing a benchmark of 
key CX metrics across the entire membership.

Employer research 

The  Employer research program provides a quality insights 
based on: 

• 100 telephone surveys – with options to increase

• 100+ online surveys (minimum)* - uncapped, providing 
greater insight into broader employer sentiment.

In 2020 a new area of focus was added to the program that 
helps you understand and track your member’s and 
employer’s relationship with your brand. It explores:

• Brand loyalty, perceptions and beliefs.

• Drivers and factors that contribute to brand loyalty.

• Risk factors that influence switching.

Create a constant feedback loop – NEW monthly program option – see page 6

• Monthly surveys of members with recent contact

• Minimum 50 online surveys per wave – uncapped*

• Overall Satisfaction (incl. verbatim), Ease, NPS, 
Likelihood to Switch.

• Key service attributes including trust and feeling valued

• Option for additional Fund specific custom questions

• Results directly feed into online dashboard reporting

http://surveys.csba.com.au/s3/2020-Super-CX


Member research

Inclusions Investment Additional Options

• Surveys of members who recently contacted the fund

- 200 Telephone interviews (per wave)

- 100+ Online surveys (per wave)*

• Online all member survey – uncapped

• Insights Report and Online Dashboard access

1 wave 2 waves + 100  telephone 
surveys (per wave)

1 x Additional question 
(per year – 2 waves)

$6,900

$2,900
1 year $17,400 $27,000

2 years $27,000 $51,040

Employer research

Inclusions Investment Additional Options

• 100 Telephone interviews (per wave) of employers who 
recently contacted the fund 

• Online survey of employers who have recently 
contacted the fund – uncapped (minimum of 100 
responses)*

• Insights Report and Online Dashboard access

1 wave 2 waves + 100 telephone
surveys (per wave)

1 x Additional question 
(per year – 2 waves)

$6,900

$1,500
1 year $12,500 $20,700

2 years $20,700 $40,480

FEAL Members enjoy a 5% discount on total registration fees                                                     All prices quoted exclude GST

NEW Ongoing monthly program – see over the page 

Annual and Bi-Annual Program
participation options
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The syndicated nature of the program makes it exceptional value for money – at a fraction of the cost of similar custom 
research. Through the February and July waves you can choose to participate annually or bi-annually.

Secure your spot in the program -

Registrations close 11th December, 2020

If you have questions about the Program or would like to 

explore further customisation, please contact:

Nicole Linguey Sam Monteath

Research Director Senior CX Consultant

nicole.linguey@csba.com.au    sam.monteath@csba.com.au

0498 944 084 0417 444 227

To register, simply complete the Online Registration Form

2021 Program Dates

Feb 2021 wave registration Open 

Sample for Feb 2021 wave 15th Jan 2021

Feb 2021 wave fieldwork Feb/Mar 2021

Feb 2021wave reporting Apr 2021

Sample for Jul 2021 wave Mid Jun 2021

Jul 2021 wave fieldwork Jul/Aug 2021

Jul 2021 wave reporting Sep 2021

Annual Forum Late Oct 2021

Click here to REGISTER online

* Dependent on sample provided and response rate 52021 – 2022 CSBA & FEAL Superannuation CX Benchmarking Program

http://surveys.csba.com.au/s3/2020-Super-CX
http://surveys.csba.com.au/s3/2020-Super-CX


NEW ongoing monthly program 
– create a constant feedback loop
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In a era where the world is changing day by day, being able to constantly monitor members satisfaction and 
trust is essential. Now, with the new ongoing monthly program option – you can. 

Click here to REGISTER online

2021 | 22 CSBA & FEAL Superannuation CX Benchmarking Program * Dependent on sample provided and response rate

Measure and monitor shifts in CX metrics and sentiment, month by month, year by year 

Cost-effective online methodology

Continuous, independent, best practice, assessment of your member base      

Identify and respond to trends as and when they emerge  

As a participant in the Annual or Bi-Annual benchmarking 

program you now have the option to use the program to 

establish an ongoing member feedback and insights loop. 

This new program option will supplement data collected 

from the February and July waves. The ongoing online 

program includes;

• Monthly surveys of members with recent contact

• Minimum 50 online surveys per wave – uncapped*

• Overall Satisfaction (incl. verbatim), Ease, NPS, 
Likelihood to Switch

• Key service attributes including trust and feeling 
valued

• Option for additional Fund specific custom questions

• Results directly feed into online dashboard reporting

Gain access to valuable member insights all year round

Ongoing online Member survey Investment

• Monthly surveys of members with recent fund contact

• Uncapped number of online survey responses

• Standard questionnaire incl. 4 CX metrics & 9 attributes

• Results uploaded to online dashboard each month

Monthly Bi-monthly

Cost per wave^ $2,500 $3,000

Cost per year^ (8 mthly waves) $20,000 $12,000

• Additional fund specific custom question (closed) Cost per question $1,000 $1,000

^ Based on commitment of 8 x monthly waves. All prices quoted exclude GST.

. If you have questions about the ongoing online program or would like 

to explore further customisation, please contact:

Nicole Linguey Research Director

nicole.linguey@csba.com.au or 0498 944 084

Sam Monteath Senior CX Consultant

sam.monteath@csba.com.au or 0417 444 227

http://surveys.csba.com.au/s3/2020-Super-CX


.
ABOUT CSBA

The Customer Experience Experts



The customer experience experts

Starting out as Customer Service Benchmarking 
Australia back in 1997, CSBA pioneered 
syndicated, sector based, customer research 
programs in Australia.

Over the last two decades we’ve continued to 
grow and evolve, earning ourselves the 
reputation of being Australia’s customer 
experience experts – by staying at the forefront 
of contemporary CX thinking and strategy, and 
continuing to provide our clients with best 
practice services.

In that time, we’ve helped hundreds of Australian 
organisations deliver better customer 
experiences. Providing strategy, research, 
analysis, insights and training to organisations of 
all shapes and sizes – from big name brands, to 
government and tertiary institutions, utilities 
providers and everything in between.

.

Strategy 

& Consulting

Research 

Programs

Quality 

Assurance

CX 

Training

Creating better customer 

experiences starts with 

strategy and planning. Our 

strategy and consulting work 

is about creating a roadmap 

that allows your organisation 

to pivot and become more 

customer-centric.

In addition to our syndicated 

sector based research 

programs, we work closely 

with clients to design research 

programs that provide the 

data and actionable insights 

needed to inform planning, 

strategy and decision making.

Through best practice 

customer service and 

experience QA programs we 

can help you and your team 

measure your effectiveness 

and get the insights you need 

to do better and be better for 

your customers.

Embraced by many of 

Australia’s leading 

organisations, CSBA’s CX 

Training and Development 

programs give your people 

the tools, knowledge and 

understanding they need to 

create better customer 

experiences.

We’re about helping you be better.
Better for your customers, better for your people and better for your community.

Why better you ask? Because, whether you’re the market leader or the challenger – there’s always room to be better. So 
at CSBA we focus on helping you and your people be better – better than you were last year, last month or last week. On 
helping you create a customer-centric culture focussed on constant improvement, where your people and your 
organisation flourish.    

ABOUT CSBA

CSBA for better customer experiences

CSBA is highly regarded for best practice:
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.

Thinkers and doers
It’s about striking the right balance between thinking and doing. Considered 
and pragmatic in our approach, we never lose sight of the task at hand and 
always deliver.

Inclusive and collaborative
We love people. Working with people. Learning from people. Bringing out 
the best in people and bringing out the best in ourselves. We work with 
you and for you.

Inquisitive and informed
While we’re experts in our field, experienced and knowledgeable, we’re also 
passionately curious and inquisitive – always looking to learn, grow and evolve.

Independent and invested
We join you on the journey, providing an expert, independent and 
objective contribution and looking for opportunities to add value and 
improve outcomes.

We work with you and for you
To create better customer experiences.

CSBA has some of Australia’s best researchers and CX experts on our team. While we’re a diverse bunch, 
we come together to use our collective experience and expertise to help your organisation create better 
experiences for your customers, people and community.

Delivering actionable insights

Like you, we know that customer research and intelligence can be one of the most 
powerful assets a business holds. So we focus on providing you with useful, actionable 
insights and advice that drives business strategy, helps you build brand awareness and 
loyalty, and create a more engaged team.

‘CSBA helps me drive a culture where we bring the customer to the 
front and put them first – not just commercial outcomes’ 

Di Tuit | BT

We strive to be…

We do this by working closely with you to understand your organisation, it’s  challenges 
and broader goals and objectives. It allows us to ensure our programs meet your 
unique needs and provide the data and insights you need to be better for your 
customers, your people and your community. 

‘Our work with CSBA has allowed us to understand our customer's expectations, identify 
gaps in our service delivery, opportunities to extend our existing service channels and 
implement significant improvements’. 

Doug Lucas | Hunter Water

CSBA for better customer experiences 9
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Independent. Experienced. Trusted.

Over the last twenty years we’ve helped hundreds of Australian organisations deliver better customer 
experiences – from big name brands, to government and tertiary institutions, utilities providers, financial 
institutions and everything in between.

CSBA for better customer experiences 10
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